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The Bugle Call Rag 

One of the great privileges afforded 

your commander is working with men 

and women who care deeply about the 

post. This was especially evident among 

those who were at our oratorical contest 

on 31 Jan 15.  

Within every group—volunteer or    

otherwise—there is a core of members 

who show up when the call for help 

goes out. Almost everyone is busier 

than perhaps he should be. Those who 

care find ways to carve out time to   

participate. Advice is cheap. Personal 

time comes high.  

I just wanted to say thanks to those 

who, time after time, pay the price to be 

there and put your shoulders to the 

wheel when you’re needed.  

It is an especial honor to serve with 

you—and you know who you are. 

ORATORICAL CONTEST 

As things turned out, we had only one 

contestant, but that did not overshadow 

the hard work and preparation time on 

the parts of our volunteers, especially 

Bob Moore, who chaired this year’s 

event, and Ramon Garcia, who again 

made his Floramart business location 

available for the event and provided 

refreshments.  

You will find more details on page three 

of this issue.  

Comments from Legionnaires who   

attended, and spouses, on ways to     

improve the contest are appreciated, 

have been duly noted, and will be 

passed along to the next chairman. 

BRAIN SCAN 

The VA on Clairmont Road is          

conducting a study to try to determine if 

activity in certain areas of the brain 

helps or hinders the ability of older   

persons to name objects in pictures. We 

are advised that participants will be 

compensated for their time and effort. 

If you’re interested, contact Holly   

Hudson at (404) 321-6111, Ext. 7099. 

You must be 65-89 years old and     

willing to have a brain scan to be        

eligible for the study. 

SUICIDE RISK 

The recent tragedy involving a former 

Marine enlisted woman who took her 

own life, and those of her children,  

prompts us to list the VA’s veterans’ 

crisis line which is for persons at risk or 

their family and friends. The number is 

(800) 273-8255, press 1. 

Signs of concern include: thinking 

about, or looking for ways to hurt or kill 

themselves, talking about death, dying, 

or suicide, or exhibiting self-destructive 

behavior (drug abuse, irresponsible  

handling of weapons, etc.). 

Boys State—a Week that Shapes a 

Lifetime 

The dates for this year’s program are  

14-20 Jun 2015, with the event being 

conducted again at Riverside Military 

Academy in Gainesville, GA. 

AMERICAN SNIPER 

Adverse comments on the blockbuster 

film hit are getting considerable press. 

Its critics include gun control advocates, 

pacifists, those who peddle                

anti-business twaddle, and persons who 

dislike the military in general. Yet, the 
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Vietnam Veteran 

Recognition Day 

Saturday, March 7, 2015 

11:00 - 12:00 

Georgia National Cem. 

Canton, Georgia 

This is to give recognition to 

the Vietnam Veteran for 

their service and sacrifice for 

this great Nation. Please 

come stand with us if you are 

a Vietnam Vet. We ask    

anyone who would like to 

show their support to the 

Vietnam Vet, assemble at the    

Ceremonial Wall. 
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movie has been nominated for a Best Picture Oscar and 

is selling more tickets than the other seven nominees 

combined.  

Most hypocritical are those who whine that the movie 

“glorifies killing” as if Hollywood’s flood of             

city-wrecking sci-fi monsters, police car-crashing 

thugs, and sideways gun-flinging punks don’t trivialize 

mayhem and murder. Not to mention wholesome video 

games like the Call of Duty series and Grand Theft  

Auto which translate killing into “real fun” for idle 

minds. 

What entitles these self-appointed prattlers to trash a 

very realistic portrayal of a man doing his duty to     

protect his fellow soldiers with pinpoint accuracy and 

minimum collateral damage? 

You may not rave about the acting, but you almost   

certainly will come away from this film with a deeper 

appreciation for what our men in uniform are doing, 

have done, and, hopefully in the future will do to     

protect the high ideals of freedom, self-determination, 

and democracy. 

STRENGTH IN (THE COMPLETE) NUMBERS 

An interview with LTG Frederick Hodges, commander, 

U.S. Army Europe, appeared in the 7-8 Feb 15,       

Wall Street Journal. Gen. Hodges sang the blues over 

force reductions—especially those likely to result from 

sequestration. Comparing current strength with the 

tasks at hand, he concluded that 9 of 10 active force 

divisions are committed, leaving the Army with “little 

in reserve if another conflict breaks out.” 

Like many a senior officer counting his troop strength, 

he seemed not to have taken into account the Reserve 

Component—the Army Reserve and Army National 

Guard. 

A subsequent letter to the editor noted that the        

combined 2014 end strength of the Army Reserve and 

Army National Guard was 559,000. Assuming the   

typical Army division ranges in strength from 10,000 to 

30,000 troops, the Reserve Component offers the  

equivalent of 19 additional divisions, using the upper 

estimate of division strength. 

Granted, these Reserve and Guard soldiers are not all 

frontline infantry, but neither is the typical active    

component division. 

A former Army chief of Staff said recently of the Army 

Reserve, “We could not do without these brave         

soldiers. Let there be no mistake about it, our Army 

Reserve is serving this country with distinction at a 

time of war.” 

Kind words and true, but they did not seem to have  

occurred to Gen. Hodges when estimating the Army’s 

capability. It would not be the first time this happened 

to an Active Component senior general. 

Let it be noted that in WWII, both the Normandy    

landings and the Battle of the Bulge would have had 

markedly different outcomes had it not been for       

federalized Army National Guard divisions.   
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John Ottley, Jr. 

MR. ZIPPO GOES TO WAR 
 

G eorge G. Blaisdell was 46 and too old to serve 

when the United States entered World War II, so 

he sent the next best thing—everything manufactured in 

his     Bradford, Pennsylvania, factory. 

 

Blaisdell invented the Zippo lighter in his garage in 

1932.  He wanted a lighter that was sturdy and that you 

could light in the wind using one hand.  He named his 

windproof lighter after the word “zipper” because he 

thought it sounded “modern.”  The first Zippo sold for 

$1.95 and came with a lifetime guarantee.  The original 

design called for a shiny metallic nickel-plated case, but 

Zippo...Continued on Page 5 
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A  home-schooled Atlanta youth won Post 134’s 

oratorical contest at Floramart on Peachtree   In-

dustrial Boulevard 31 Jan 15. 

Joshua Zell, 19, of 2923 Greenbush Place, took home 

the first-place $250 check after giving a seven-minute 

exposition of the Second Amendment to the U.S.    

Constitution. He then defended the Fifth Amendment—

one of four topics selected by the Legion’s national HQ 

and placed in a hat to be dawn by Contest Chair       

Bob Moore. 

For their initial presentation, contestants select any  

section of the Constitution and have unlimited time to   

research and prepare. They are informed of the four 

Legion-selected topics in advance and allowed five 

minutes to prepare to speak on the one drawn at       

random. 

Arnold Wall served as timekeeper. Bryant Roland    

issued Joshua’s check. Fred Viele, Sam Steger, and 

John Ottley served as judges with Mike Derrico lending 

a hand as advisor to the judges. Ramon Garcia made 

Floramart available once again as the contest site and 

provided refreshments. Walter  Conway was there to 

cheer Joshua on as were several Legion spouses. 

Commander Ottley thanked Joshua for becoming more 

familiar with the U.S. Constitution as he prepared for 

the contest as well as demonstrating that he took his 

commitment to participating seriously. Ottley described 

the Constitution as one of the foremost governing    

documents in the history of Western civilization. 

Joshua has been accepted for enrollment in the         

University of North Georgia next fall.  

By winning our contest, he became eligible to          

participate the Legion’s 5th District oratorical contest 

on 14 Feb 15 in Acworth. Each win entitles him to   

participate at a higher level. 
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POST 134 ORATORICAL CONTEST 

1. Bob Moore and Oratorical  

Winner, Joshua Zell. 

2. Arnold Wall and Bryant Roland 

3. Sam Steger 

4. Fred Viele and Michael Derrico 
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Strength from the sea; 

poetry, too 
By Tony Perry  

Los Angeles Times 

Published: January 1, 2015 

 

N avy tradition holds that the first entry in a 

ship's deck log each year must be in verse. 

The tradition began at least before World War II. 

Maybe longer ago. Even naval historians are     

unsure. 

Some of the poems are preserved in anthologies 

by various ship associations. All are kept in      

official archives along with the rest of the logs. 

Some are in rhyme, many in free verse. Riffs have 

been known on Edgar Allan Poe. Some of the   

poems done when a ship is at its homeport show a 

certain wistfulness at standing watch on New 

Year's Eve while other people are ashore          

frolicking. 

For the aircraft carrier Carl Vinson, the poetic task 

fell to Petty Officer 3rd Class Jonathan Lee    

Wenrich, of Philadelphia. 

From its homeport at North Island Naval Air    

Station in Coronado, the Vinson is now in the 

northern Persian Gulf. Its warplanes are striking 

Islamic radical targets in Iraq and Syria. 

Navy regulations insist that the log entry note the 

location of the ship and the condition of the sea. 

As such, Wenrich's entry notes that the Vinson is 

in the gulf "under a waning moon with many a star 

to be seen." 

Wenrich studied at the University of the Arts    

before joining the Navy. His poem carries a  

Longfellow-esque tone of discipline and           

patriotism, reading, in part: 

Through heavy winds 

and pitch and list 

our thoughts encompassed 

by those we miss. 

As hours turn to days 

and days to months 

we think of the place 

we came from once. 

We think of the people 

of our country. 

We think of how thankful 

we are to be free. 

As we continue to send 

Strength From the Sea. 

The final line is an English translation of the ship's 

Latin motto, Vis Per Mare. 
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with WWII came shortages, including the brass and 

chrome used for Zippo lighters.  So Blaisdell used    

porous steel coated with black paint instead.  The result 

was a black, crackled cover.  

 

A ROUND OF ZIPPOS FOR MY FRIENDS 

 

George Blaisdell became Mr. Zippo with the help of 

war correspondent Ernie Pyle, who was embedded with 

troops in England, Italy, Sicily, Africa, and the Pacific.  

Pyle’s columns dealt mostly with the civilian soldiers 

and their day-to-day lives.  Blaisdell enjoyed the       

column and sent the correspondent a Zippo lighter with 

Pyle’s signature engraved on the side.  He sent 50 more 

for Pyle to give away, even though, as he wrote in his 

letter, “You probably know nothing about the Zippo 

lighter.”  In fact, Pyle knew all about the Zippo, as did 

every other American G.I.  “If he only knew how      

soldiers coveted them?  Why, they’re so popular I had 

three of them stolen from me in one year,” wrote Pyle in 

his column.  He finished the column by giving Blaisdell 

his nickname: “The fifty other went like hot cakes.  I 

found myself equipped with a wonderful weapon for 

winning friends and influencing people.  All fifty-one of 

us were grateful to Mr. Zippo.” 

 

Today, Zippo produces several lighters for all the 

branches for the armed forces and for specialty branches 

such as the Top Gun school, Navy SEALs, Seabees, and 

Army Rangers.  Since WW II, every Navy ship has had 

its own lighter that includes a picture of the ship, its 

name, and its number. 
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“Jim” Yim 

C han Bin Yim was born in Korea, 23 years after the 

Japanese annexed his nation in 1910.  

He was 12 when the end of World War II brought a 

close to Japanese occupation of Korea. Chan, who uses 

the westernized name, “Jim,” will describe his          

experiences growing up under Japanese occupation, 

including having to face east daily in grammar school 

and bow toward the Japanese emperor.  

His uncle was kidnapped by the occupiers and forced to 

emigrate to mainland Japan where the demands of war 

had created a severe labor shortage. Jim’s grade school 

“field trips” were exactly that. The students were taken 

to fields and made to harvest crops because many farm 

laborers had been impressed to work in Japan or serve 

in its armed forces. To this day, he bears a scar on his 

finger from a sickle cut. 

When American soldiers liberated the southern part of 

Korea in 1945, the people jumped for joy and were 

awed by these tall, blue-eyed white men. 

Jim finished his education and went to work doing  

laundry for GIs. He picked up English and eventually 

got a job with a U.S. government agency. This later 

brought him to Washington where he found work in the 

Korean Embassy as a teletype operator in a temporary 

residency status. A friend invited him to New York and 

told him to find a job in the help wanted section of the 

New York Times. That didn’t work, but he did get a   

position with RCA in communications. He was adept at 

Morse code.  

Because some of his work involved classified           

information, it was suggested that he apply for citizen-

ship and permanent residency. He interviewed for     

citizenship and was approved without having to take the 

usual examination. 

He later worked with American Cyanamid from which 

he retired. 

He and his wife have four sons all of whom are  highly 

respectable careers. 

 

MARCH GUEST SPEAKER 
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Next Meeting — March 12, 2015 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 EC 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30 31     

       

First Class 

Fulton County Post 134  

Bugle Call Rag 

P.O. Box 8086 

Atlanta, GA 31106-0086 

 

John Ottley, Jr. - Commander 

jkottley2@gmail.com           770-410-1100 

 

Dwight Hawksworth - SVC  

hawks@mindspring.com      770-393-0021 

 

Philip Mathis - JVC 

mathisp@bellsouth.net       404-735-4986 

 
    George Hooten & Victor Mahoney 

FOUNDING EDITORS  

 

Todd Copley - BCR Editor 

www.alpost134.org  

PETITE AUBERGE RESTAURANT 

TOCO HILLS SHOPPING CENTER 

LUNCH 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 

COST $18.00 

The company has produced two lighters that have views of the        

Vietnam War Memorial.  The lighters for Operation Desert Shield and 

Operation Desert Storm use a background of the tan-colored desert 

camouflage.  Designs available to recent warriors include maps of Iraq, 

helicopters, and Humvees.  Another has the red, white and blue ribbon 

that symbolizes support of American troops.   

 

Reprinted from Uncle John’s B.R.—Salutes The Armed Forces 
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